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WEEK 8: Sunday, 19 February - Saturday, 25 February- ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification Consumer Advice Closed Captions Subtitles Audio Description

2023-02-19 0520 Comedy The Big Steal

On Monday, Danny Clark (Ben Mendelsohn) is the reluctant recipient of a birthday present he 
would rather forget - his father's old Nissan Cedric. By Tuesday he has asked the beautiful 
Joanna Johnson (Claudia Karvan) out on a date...only, he promised to pick her up in a Jaguar. In 
a tight fix, Danny trades the Nissan Cedric for a Jaguar only to be ripped off by a dodgy car 
salesman, Gordon Farkas (Steve Bisley). Danny sets out to rectify wrongs. Written by David 
Parker and Directed by Nadia Tass.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1990 PG l s Y

2023-02-19 0710 Drama Thirteen Days

In October 1962, President John F. Kennedy learns about the Soviet Union's plan of placing 
nuclear weapons in Cuba. These weapons could wipe out most of the eastern and southern 
United States in minutes if they become operational. Kennedy and his advisors must come up 
with a plan of action against the Soviets. Directed by Roger Donaldson and stars Kevin Costner, 
Bruce Greenwood and Lucinda Jenney.

USA English-100 2000 PG a l Y

2023-02-19 0945 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in 18th century English society, the film focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, 
Lady Susan Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to pass, 
takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, Lady Vernon is determined to 
be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. Stars Kate Beckinsale 
and Chloe Sevigny.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-02-19 1125 Romance The Seagull

One summer at a lakeside Russian estate, friends and family gather for a weekend in the 
countryside. While everyone is caught up in passionately loving someone who loves somebody 
else, a tragicomedy unfolds about art, fame, human folly, and the eternal desire to live a 
purposeful life. Based on Anton Chekhov's classic play, The Seagull. Stars Annette Bening, 
Saoirse Ronan and Elisabeth Moss.

USA English-100 2018 M a Y Y

2023-02-19 1315 Comedy Destination Wedding

Wedding guests Frank (Keanu Reeves) and Lindsay (Winona Ryder) discover that they have a 
lot in common: they don't like the bride, the groom, the ceremony, themselves, or each other. 
Their cheerlessness immediately isolates them from the other guests, but Frank and Lindsay 
find that if you verbally spar with someone long enough, anything can happen.

USA English-90; Spanish-10 2018 M a l s Y Y

2023-02-19 1450 Magazine The Movie Show
Enjoy these classic episodes of The Movie Show with famed film critics, Margaret Pomeranz 
and David Stratton. Together they review the latest crop of movies and give us their rating out 
of five stars. They also interview many of the leading actors and directors of the day.

AUSTRALIA
Various Languages 
Dont Use-100

1998 RPT PG a l s v Y

2023-02-19 1525 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy is winningly deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed 
Merseyside tailor Alan, whose eldest son Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly 
heated round of the popular board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son 
Peter (Sam Riley) continue the search while trying to repair their own strained relationship.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 PG a s Y Y

2023-02-19 1705 Drama Lost In Paris

Fiona is a Canadian librarian who flies to Paris and discovers that her 88-year-old aunt is 
missing. As Fiona scours the city looking for her aunt, she encounters Dom, a friendly but 
annoying tramp who won't leave her alone. Directed by Dominique Abel and stars Fiona 
Gordon, Emmanuelle Riva and Pierre Richard.

BELGIUM English-50; French-50 2016 PG l n s Y

2023-02-19 1835 Drama Mr Holmes
An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to remember both his 
final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts him. He also befriends a fan, the 
young son of his housekeeper, who wants him to work again.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-02-19 2030 Thriller Harry Brown
Focus On: Michael 
Caine

Harry Brown is an elderly ex-marine living in a dingy English housing estate apartment. The 
escalating crime and violence has made him so frightened that he won’t even use the 
underpass near his home. Shortly after his wife dies, Harry's best friend is murdered, prompting 
Harry to seek revenge on the criminal lowlifes who have made his life hell. Winner of the 2010 
Empire Award for Best British Film. Stars Michael Caine, Emily Mortimer and David Bradley.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009 RPT MA d l s v Y Y

2023-02-19 2230 Drama Serena

North Carolina mountains in the 1920s - newly-weds George and Serena Pemberton begin to 
build a timber empire. Serena soon proves herself to be equal to any man - overseeing loggers, 
hunting rattle-snakes, even saving a man's life in the wilderness. With power and influence now 
in their hands, the Pembertons refuse to let anyone stand in the way of their inflated love and 
ambitions. Directed by Susanne Bier and stars Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley Cooper.

USA English-100 2014 MA a s v 



2023-02-19 2435 Drama As Tears Go By

His love for a distant relative causes a mid-level Chinese gangster to consider leaving the Triad, 
but despite his best efforts, circumstances and problems caused by an errant 'younger brother' 
keep pulling him back into the criminal lifestyle. Directed by Wong Kar-wai and stars Andy Lau, 
Maggie Cheung and Jacky Cheung.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1988 MA v Y

2023-02-19 2625 Mystery / Crime
The Place Beyond The 
Pines

A motorcycle stunt rider turns to robbing banks as a way to provide for his lover and their 
newborn child, a decision that puts him on a collision course with an ambitious rookie cop 
navigating a police department ruled by a corrupt detective. Directed by Derek Cianfrance and 
stars Ryan Gosling, Bradley Cooper and Eva Mendes.

USA English-100 2013 MA l v Y

2023-02-20 0500 Drama Lost In Paris

Fiona is a Canadian librarian who flies to Paris and discovers that her 88-year-old aunt is 
missing. As Fiona scours the city looking for her aunt, she encounters Dom, a friendly but 
annoying tramp who won't leave her alone. Directed by Dominique Abel and stars Fiona 
Gordon, Emmanuelle Riva and Pierre Richard.

BELGIUM English-50; French-50 2016 PG l n s Y

2023-02-20 0635 Drama Mr Holmes
An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to remember both his 
final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts him. He also befriends a fan, the 
young son of his housekeeper, who wants him to work again.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-02-20 0830 Drama Coming Home

Lu Yanshi (Chen Daoming) and Feng Wanyu (Gong Li) are a devoted couple forced to separate 
when Lu is arrested and sent to a labour camp as a political prisoner, just as his wife is injured in 

an accident. Released during the last days of the Cultural Revolution, he finally returns home 
only to find that his beloved wife has amnesia and remembers little of her past. Unable to 
recognise Lu, she patiently waits for her husband's return.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2014 PG a Y

2023-02-20 1030 Drama The Apartment

Follows the romantic obsession of Max (Vincent Cassel), a recently-engaged young corporate 
hotshot who leaves his successful new world behind to search for his elusive ex-lover, Lisa 
(Monica Belluci). However, he encounters a long-time admirer (Romane Bohringer) who 
arranged their split.

FRANCE French-100 1996 RPT M n s Y

2023-02-20 1240 Comedy The Big Steal

On Monday, Danny Clark (Ben Mendelsohn) is the reluctant recipient of a birthday present he 
would rather forget - his father's old Nissan Cedric. By Tuesday he has asked the beautiful 
Joanna Johnson (Claudia Karvan) out on a date...only, he promised to pick her up in a Jaguar. In 
a tight fix, Danny trades the Nissan Cedric for a Jaguar only to be ripped off by a dodgy car 
salesman, Gordon Farkas (Steve Bisley). Danny sets out to rectify wrongs. Written by David 
Parker and Directed by Nadia Tass.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1990 PG l s Y

2023-02-20 1435 Drama Thirteen Days

In October 1962, President John F. Kennedy learns about the Soviet Union's plan of placing 
nuclear weapons in Cuba. These weapons could wipe out most of the eastern and southern 
United States in minutes if they become operational. Kennedy and his advisors must come up 
with a plan of action against the Soviets. Directed by Roger Donaldson and stars Kevin Costner, 
Bruce Greenwood and Lucinda Jenney.

USA English-100 2000 PG a l Y

2023-02-20 1715 Drama Raid
A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in Lucknow after an 
anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Directed by Rai Kumar Gupta and stars Ajay 
Devgn, Ileana D'cruz and Amrit Bimrot.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 PG a v Y

2023-02-20 1930 Mystery / Crime Salvo
World Movies 
Premiere

Salvo is a body guard and hit man for a mafioso. After foiling an attack on his employer, Salvo 
hunts down the man who organised it and encounters the man's blind sister. She causes Salvo 
to question himself and his existence.

FRANCE Italian-100 2013 M l v Y

2023-02-20 2135 Drama An Act Of Defiance Biopics Week

On a winter's day, July 1963, the police raid a farm in the village of Rivonia. Nine leaders of the 
banned ANC and the Spear of the Nation are arrested. And a tenth member is added to the 
group of nine, who had been arrested earlier - Nelson Mandela. More than anything the 
Apartheid Regime wants to sentence these freedom fighters to death - not only as a warning to 
their fellows but also to get rid of some of their most notorious enemies - to decapitate the 
freedom movement. Stars Sello Motloung.

NETHERLANDS
Zulu-33.34; Afrikaans-
33.33; English-33.33

2017 M a l v Y

2023-02-20 2355 Biography Breathe
The inspiring true love story of Robin (Andrew Garfield) and Diana Cavendish (Claire Foy), an 
adventurous young couple living in Africa in the late 1950s who refuse to give up when Robin is 
struck down by polio. Directed by Andy Serkis and also stars Hugh Bonneville.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 M a Y Y Y

2023-02-20 2605 Thriller Harry Brown

Harry Brown is an elderly ex-marine living in a dingy English housing estate apartment. The 
escalating crime and violence has made him so frightened that he won’t even use the 
underpass near his home. Shortly after his wife dies, Harry's best friend is murdered, prompting 
Harry to seek revenge on the criminal lowlifes who have made his life hell. Winner of the 2010 
Empire Award for Best British Film. Stars Michael Caine, Emily Mortimer and David Bradley.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009 RPT MA d l s v Y Y



2023-02-20 2800 Drama Nadia, Butterfly

While young and in her prime, Nadia decides to retire from elite swimming after the Olympic 
Games, to escape a rigid life of sacrifice. After a disappointing individual race, Nadia's last hope 
at Olympic glory is reached when her relay team wins a surprise bronze medal. Accompanied 
by her best friend, Marie-Pierre, Nadia drifts into nights of excess as the emptiness of her life 
after sport creeps in. Stars Katerine Savard and Ariane Mainville.

CANADA
English-50; French 
Canadian-50

2020 M d l n s Y

2023-02-21 0600 Drama Raid
A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in Lucknow after an 
anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Directed by Rai Kumar Gupta and stars Ajay 
Devgn, Ileana D'cruz and Amrit Bimrot.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 PG a v Y

2023-02-21 0815 Drama Courted

Michel Racine is a feared judge at France's Assize Court, as strict with himself as with others. 
But everything changes when the woman he's been secretly seeing is selected as a juror in a 
criminal trial over which he presides. Directed by Christian Vincent and stars Fabrice Luchini, 
Sidse Babett Knudsen and Eva Lallier.

FRANCE French-100 2015 PG a l Y

2023-02-21 1005 Drama In My Country

As South Africa comes to terms with the legacy of apartheid, their government has created the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Langston Whitfield (Samuel L. Jackson) is an African-
American journalist who is assigned to cover these hearings by The Washington Post. Whitfield 
doubts the efficacy of this process, and sets out to interview a notorious former army colonel 
who was famous for his violence against blacks. Also stars Juliette Binoche and Brendon 
Gleeson.

SOUTH AFRICA English-100 2004 RPT M a l v Y

2023-02-21 1200 Biography Breathe
The inspiring true love story of Robin (Andrew Garfield) and Diana Cavendish (Claire Foy), an 
adventurous young couple living in Africa in the late 1950s who refuse to give up when Robin is 
struck down by polio. Directed by Andy Serkis and also stars Hugh Bonneville.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 M a Y Y Y

2023-02-21 1410 Drama Mr Holmes
An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to remember both his 
final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts him. He also befriends a fan, the 
young son of his housekeeper, who wants him to work again.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-02-21 1605 Comedy The Band's Visit

A band comprised of members of the Egyptian police force head to Israel to play at the 
inaugural ceremony of an Arab cultural centre, only to find themselves stranded, penniless and 
still wearing their sky blue uniforms in the middle of nowhere. Winner of three awards at the 
2007 Cannes Film Festival. Directed by Eran Kolirin and stars Sasson Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz and 
Saleh Bakri.

USA
Hebrew-33.34; Arabic-
33.33; English-33.33

2007 RPT PG l s Y Y

2023-02-21 1740 Biography A Street Cat Named Bob

A Street Cat Named Bob is a moving and uplifting film that will touch the heart of everyone. 
When London busker and recovering drug addict James Bowen (Luke Treadaway) finds injured 
ginger street cat Bob in his sheltered accommodation, he has no idea just how much his life is 
about to change.  

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 PG a d l Y

2023-02-21 1935 Comedy
An Almost Ordinary 
Summer

SBS World Movies 
Premiere

Two families meet for a marriage that neither want. But things take a turn when the respective 
patriarchs fall in love.

ITALY French-50; Italian-50 2019 M a d l n Y

2023-02-21 2130 Drama Lovelace Biopics Week

After the release of the film 'Deep Throat' in 1972, porn star Linda Lovelace becomes an 
international sensation and spokeswoman for sexual freedom and hedonism. Six years later, 
she presents a darker side to her story. Stars Amanda Seyfried, Peter Sarsgaard and Sharon 
Stone.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA a d s 

2023-02-21 2310 Biography Colette

After moving to Paris, author Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette agrees to ghostwrite a semi-
autobiographical novel for her husband. Its success soon inspires her to fight for creative 
ownership and to overcome the societal constraints of the early 20th century. Directed by 
Wash Westmoreland and stars Keira Knightley, Fiona Shaw and Dominic West.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M n s Y

2023-02-21 2515 Comedy Diagnosis: Death

Two terminal patients meet as guinea pigs in a weekend drug trial. School teacher Andre 
(Raybon Kan) and teenager Juliet (Jessica Grace Smith) soon discover their lives are in more 
danger than they imagined. The staff are peculiar. The drugs cause hallucinations. Or is the 
clinic really haunted? Struggling with their senses, they must team up to unravel a haunting 
mystery. Also stars Jemaine Clement, Bret McKenzie and Rhys Darby.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2009 MA h s v Y

2023-02-21 2645 Drama An Act Of Defiance

On a winter's day, July 1963, the police raid a farm in the village of Rivonia. Nine leaders of the 
banned ANC and the Spear of the Nation are arrested. And a tenth member is added to the 
group of nine, who had been arrested earlier - Nelson Mandela. More than anything the 
Apartheid Regime wants to sentence these freedom fighters to death - not only as a warning to 
their fellows but also to get rid of some of their most notorious enemies - to decapitate the 
freedom movement. Stars Sello Motloung.

NETHERLANDS
Zulu-33.34; Afrikaans-
33.33; English-33.33

2017 M a l v Y

2023-02-22 0505 Magazine The Movie Show
Movie review program hosted by Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode they 
review East is East direct by Damien O'Donnell and starring Om Puri. Later, they review Keeping 
the Faith, The Debt Collector, and Judas Kiss.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2000 RPT M l s v Y



2023-02-22 0535 Comedy The Band's Visit

A band comprised of members of the Egyptian police force head to Israel to play at the 
inaugural ceremony of an Arab cultural centre, only to find themselves stranded, penniless and 
still wearing their sky blue uniforms in the middle of nowhere. Winner of three awards at the 
2007 Cannes Film Festival. Directed by Eran Kolirin and stars Sasson Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz and 
Saleh Bakri.

USA
Hebrew-33.34; Arabic-
33.33; English-33.33

2007 RPT PG l s Y Y

2023-02-22 0710 Biography A Street Cat Named Bob

A Street Cat Named Bob is a moving and uplifting film that will touch the heart of everyone. 
When London busker and recovering drug addict James Bowen (Luke Treadaway) finds injured 
ginger street cat Bob in his sheltered accommodation, he has no idea just how much his life is 
about to change.  

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 PG a d l Y

2023-02-22 0900 Biography Race

Race is based on the incredible true story of Jesse Owens, whose epic quest to become the 
greatest track and field athlete in history thrusts him onto the world stage of the 1936 Berlin 
Olympics, where he must overcome not only elite competition, but also the brutal racial 
climate of Adolf Hitler's Germany. Stars Stephan James and Jason Sudeikis.

CANADA English-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y Y Y

2023-02-22 1125 Mystery / Crime Salvo
Salvo is a body guard and hit man for a mafioso. After foiling an attack on his employer, Salvo 
hunts down the man who organised it and encounters the man's blind sister. She causes Salvo 
to question himself and his existence.

FRANCE Italian-100 2013 M l v Y

2023-02-22 1330 Drama Raid
A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in Lucknow after an 
anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Directed by Rai Kumar Gupta and stars Ajay 

Devgn, Ileana D'cruz and Amrit Bimrot.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 PG a v Y

2023-02-22 1545 Drama Courted

Michel Racine is a feared judge at France's Assize Court, as strict with himself as with others. 
But everything changes when the woman he's been secretly seeing is selected as a juror in a 
criminal trial over which he presides. Directed by Christian Vincent and stars Fabrice Luchini, 
Sidse Babett Knudsen and Eva Lallier.

FRANCE French-100 2015 PG a l Y

2023-02-22 1735 Comedy The Great Dictator
A Jewish barber loses his memory after a plane crash. When he finally tries to make sense of his 
surroundings he finds himself subjected to a dictator's tyranny. Charlie Chaplin gives a powerful 
and timeless performance in this satire about fascism. 

USA English-100 1940 PG

2023-02-22 1950 Biography Iris

The story of the lifelong romance between celebrated novelist Iris Murdoch and her husband 
John Bayley, from their student days through her battle with Alzheimer's disease. Nominated 
for three Academy Awards in 2002, and Winner of Best Supporting Actor (Jim Broadbent). 
Directed by Richard Eyre and also stars Judi Dench and Kate Winslet.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2001 M a l n s Y

2023-02-22 2130 Biography Stan And Ollie

Starring Steve Coogan and John C. Reilly as comedy legends Laurel and Hardy, Stan and Ollie is 
the heart-warming story of what would become the pair's swan song - a gruelling theatre tour 
of Britain and Ireland in 1953. While the charm of their double-act wins back legions of adoring 
fans, the duo must pull out all the stops to save their precious decades-long friendship before 
the final curtain falls. Also stars Shirley Henderson and Nina Arianda.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 PG l Y Y

2023-02-22 2320 Drama Borg Vs McEnroe

It's the summer of 1980 and Bjorn Borg (Sverrir Gudnason) is the top tennis player in the world, 
dominating the sport both on and off the court. A powerful and rigorously disciplined player, 
there is only one obstacle in his pursuit of a record-breaking fifth Wimbledon championship - 
the highly talented but ferociously abrasive young American, John McEnroe (Shia LaBeouf).

SWEDEN
English-70; Swedish-
25; French-4; German-
1

2017 M l n Y

2023-02-22 2520 Mystery / Crime Infernal Affairs

Two young cops on opposite sides of the law face off in a riveting crime thriller from Hong 
Kong. This high-octane action film was the inspiration behind Martin Scorsese's Oscar-winning 
remake, The Departed. Directed by Andrew Lau and Alan Mak, and stars Tony Leung, Andy Lau 
and Kelly Chen.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2002 RPT MA d v Y

2023-02-22 2720 Drama Lovelace

After the release of the film 'Deep Throat' in 1972, porn star Linda Lovelace becomes an 
international sensation and spokeswoman for sexual freedom and hedonism. Six years later, 
she presents a darker side to her story. Stars Amanda Seyfried, Peter Sarsgaard and Sharon 
Stone.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA a d s 

2023-02-23 0500 Drama Courted

Michel Racine is a feared judge at France's Assize Court, as strict with himself as with others. 
But everything changes when the woman he's been secretly seeing is selected as a juror in a 
criminal trial over which he presides. Directed by Christian Vincent and stars Fabrice Luchini, 
Sidse Babett Knudsen and Eva Lallier.

FRANCE French-100 2015 PG a l Y

2023-02-23 0650 Biography Stan And Ollie

Starring Steve Coogan and John C. Reilly as comedy legends Laurel and Hardy, Stan and Ollie is 
the heart-warming story of what would become the pair's swan song - a gruelling theatre tour 
of Britain and Ireland in 1953. While the charm of their double-act wins back legions of adoring 
fans, the duo must pull out all the stops to save their precious decades-long friendship before 
the final curtain falls. Also stars Shirley Henderson and Nina Arianda.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 PG l Y Y



2023-02-23 0840 Comedy Woman At War

Halla is a fifty-year-old independent Icelandic woman, a respected choir leader who lives a 
mysterious double life. Known only by her alias 'The Mountain Woman', Halla is a passionate 
environmental activist, secretly waging a one-woman-war on the local aluminium industry and 
risking everything to conserve the pristine Icelandic highlands she loves.

ICELAND Icelandic-100 2018 PG a l n Y Y

2023-02-23 1035 Biography Colette

After moving to Paris, author Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette agrees to ghostwrite a semi-
autobiographical novel for her husband. Its success soon inspires her to fight for creative 
ownership and to overcome the societal constraints of the early 20th century. Directed by 
Wash Westmoreland and stars Keira Knightley, Fiona Shaw and Dominic West.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M n s Y

2023-02-23 1240 Comedy
An Almost Ordinary 
Summer

Two families meet for a marriage that neither want. But things take a turn when the respective 
patriarchs fall in love.

ITALY French-50; Italian-50 2019 M a d l n Y

2023-02-23 1435 Magazine The Movie Show
Enjoy these classic episodes of The Movie Show with famed film critics, Margaret Pomeranz 
and David Stratton. Together they review the latest crop of movies and give us their rating out 
of five stars. They also interview many of the leading actors and directors of the day.

AUSTRALIA
Various Languages 
Dont Use-100

1998 RPT PG Y

2023-02-23 1505 Biography A Street Cat Named Bob

A Street Cat Named Bob is a moving and uplifting film that will touch the heart of everyone. 
When London busker and recovering drug addict James Bowen (Luke Treadaway) finds injured 
ginger street cat Bob in his sheltered accommodation, he has no idea just how much his life is 
about to change.  

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 PG a d l Y

2023-02-23 1700 Drama The Scarlet And The Black

Based on the humanitarian works of Irish-born Vatican priest Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, who 
saved thousands of escaped prisoners of war, Jews and Italian Resistance families in occupied 
Rome during the World War Two, by hiding them in the church. Directed by Jerry London and 
stars Gregory Peck, Christopher Plummer and John Gielgud.

USA English-100 1983 PG a v 

2023-02-23 1935 Biography Red Joan

In a picturesque village in England, Joan Stanley lives in contented retirement. But her tranquil 
existence is suddenly shattered as she's arrested by MI5. For Joan has been hiding an incredible 
past - she is one of the most influential KGB spies in living history. Directed by Trevor Nunn and 
stars Judi Dench, Sophie Cookson and Stephen Campbell Moore.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M a s Y

2023-02-23 2130 Biography I, Tonya Biopics Week
Tonya Harding, a competitive ice skater, rises to fame despite her personal struggles. However, 
her career begins to go off the rails when her ex-husband re-enters her life. Biographical drama 
stars Margot Robbie, Allison Janney and Sebastian Stan. 

USA English-100 2017 RPT MA l s v Y

2023-02-23 2340 Mystery / Crime Passion
The rivalry between the manipulative boss of an advertising agency and her talented protegee 
escalates from stealing credit to public humiliation to murder. Nominated for the Golden Lion 
at Venice in 2012. Directed by Brian De Palma and stars Rachel McAdams and Noomi Rapace.

FRANCE
English-50; German-
50

2012 MA l v Y

2023-02-23 2535 Martial Arts Triple Threat

When a crime syndicate places a hit on a billionaire's daughter, making her the target of an 
elite assassin squad, a small band of down-and-out mercenaries fights tooth and nail to stop 
the assassins from reaching their target. Directed by Jesse Johnson and stars Thai superstar 
Tony Jaa, Tiger Chen and Scott Adkins.

USA

English-85; Mandarin-
8; Indonesian-3; 
Cantonese-2; French-
1; Thai-1

2019 MA v Y

2023-02-23 2725 Biography Iris

The story of the lifelong romance between celebrated novelist Iris Murdoch and her husband 
John Bayley, from their student days through her battle with Alzheimer's disease. Nominated 
for three Academy Awards in 2002, and Winner of Best Supporting Actor (Jim Broadbent). 
Directed by Richard Eyre and also stars Judi Dench and Kate Winslet.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2001 M a l n s Y

2023-02-24 0505 Magazine The Movie Show
Movie review program hosted by Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode they 
review Ride With The Devil, Bats, Onegin, Dinosaur, and The War Zone directed by Tim Roth.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2000 RPT M a v Y

2023-02-24 0535 Biography Race

Race is based on the incredible true story of Jesse Owens, whose epic quest to become the 
greatest track and field athlete in history thrusts him onto the world stage of the 1936 Berlin 
Olympics, where he must overcome not only elite competition, but also the brutal racial 
climate of Adolf Hitler's Germany. Stars Stephan James and Jason Sudeikis.

CANADA English-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y Y Y

2023-02-24 0800 Comedy The Great Dictator
A Jewish barber loses his memory after a plane crash. When he finally tries to make sense of his 
surroundings he finds himself subjected to a dictator's tyranny. Charlie Chaplin gives a powerful 
and timeless performance in this satire about fascism. 

USA English-100 1940 PG



2023-02-24 1015 Drama Borg Vs McEnroe

It's the summer of 1980 and Bjorn Borg (Sverrir Gudnason) is the top tennis player in the world, 
dominating the sport both on and off the court. A powerful and rigorously disciplined player, 
there is only one obstacle in his pursuit of a record-breaking fifth Wimbledon championship - 
the highly talented but ferociously abrasive young American, John McEnroe (Shia LaBeouf).

SWEDEN
English-70; Swedish-
25; French-4; German-
1

2017 M l n Y

2023-02-24 1215 Biography Iris

The story of the lifelong romance between celebrated novelist Iris Murdoch and her husband 
John Bayley, from their student days through her battle with Alzheimer's disease. Nominated 
for three Academy Awards in 2002, and Winner of Best Supporting Actor (Jim Broadbent). 
Directed by Richard Eyre and also stars Judi Dench and Kate Winslet.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2001 M a l n s Y

2023-02-24 1355 Comedy Woman At War

Halla is a fifty-year-old independent Icelandic woman, a respected choir leader who lives a 
mysterious double life. Known only by her alias 'The Mountain Woman', Halla is a passionate 
environmental activist, secretly waging a one-woman-war on the local aluminium industry and 
risking everything to conserve the pristine Icelandic highlands she loves.

ICELAND Icelandic-100 2018 PG a l n Y Y

2023-02-24 1550 Biography Stan And Ollie

Starring Steve Coogan and John C. Reilly as comedy legends Laurel and Hardy, Stan and Ollie is 
the heart-warming story of what would become the pair's swan song - a gruelling theatre tour 
of Britain and Ireland in 1953. While the charm of their double-act wins back legions of adoring 
fans, the duo must pull out all the stops to save their precious decades-long friendship before 
the final curtain falls. Also stars Shirley Henderson and Nina Arianda.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 PG l Y Y

2023-02-24 1740 Biography
The Man Who Invented 
Christmas

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and desperate for a 
hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny 
Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 PG a l v Y

2023-02-24 1935 Action Adventure Firepower

Drug lord Carl Stegner (George Touliatos) is wanted by the US government on fraud, bribery 
and corruption charges. But before Stegner can be indicted, the government's star witness is 
murdered. Adele Tasca (Sophia Loren), the murdered man's widow, suggests Stegner's kidnap 
to the Justice Department. She recommends Jerry Fanon (James Coburn), her former lover and 
professional bounty hunter, to catch her husband's killer and bring him back to face justice.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1978 M a n v 

2023-02-24 2130 Biography Mr Jones Biopics Week

Set in 1933 and based on real events, this dramatic thriller follows Gareth Jones (James 
Norton), an ambitious young Welsh journalist, as he travels deep into the Soviet Union. Jones 
wants to learn how Stalin is financing the rapid modernisation of the Soviet Union - and 
discovers evidence of a devastating government-induced famine in Ukraine. Directed by 
Agnieszka Holland and also stars Vanessa Kirby and Peter Sarsgaard.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; Ukrainian-
50

2019 MA a d Y Y

2023-02-24 2340 Drama The Hurricane

This film tells the story of Rubin 'Hurricane' Carter, an African-American man who rose above 
his troubled youth to become a top contender for the middleweight boxing world title. 
However, Rubin's dreams are shattered when he is accused of a triple murder and sentence to 
life in jail. Directed by Norman Jewison and stars Denzel Washington and Deborah Kara Unger.

USA English-100 1999 MA v Y

2023-02-24 2620 Biography I, Tonya
Tonya Harding, a competitive ice skater, rises to fame despite her personal struggles. However, 
her career begins to go off the rails when her ex-husband re-enters her life. Biographical drama 
stars Margot Robbie, Allison Janney and Sebastian Stan. 

USA English-100 2017 RPT MA l s v Y

2023-02-24 2830 Comedy Ellie And Abbie

Ellie And Abbie is a heartfelt and hilarious queer teen rom-com from writer-director Monica 
Zanetti. School captain Ellie (Sophie Hawkshaw) has a serious crush on her classmate Abbie 
(Zoe Terakes), and is anxious about inviting her to the Year 12 formal. When Ellie accidentally 
spills the beans to her mum (Marta Dusseldorp) and outs herself in the process, things start to 
get complicated, and a little bit spooky.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2020 M d l Y Y

2023-02-25 0600 Comedy Woman At War

Halla is a fifty-year-old independent Icelandic woman, a respected choir leader who lives a 
mysterious double life. Known only by her alias 'The Mountain Woman', Halla is a passionate 
environmental activist, secretly waging a one-woman-war on the local aluminium industry and 
risking everything to conserve the pristine Icelandic highlands she loves.

ICELAND Icelandic-100 2018 PG a l n Y Y

2023-02-25 0755 Biography
The Man Who Invented 
Christmas

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and desperate for a 
hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny 
Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 PG a l v Y

2023-02-25 0950 Magazine The Movie Show
Enjoy these classic episodes of The Movie Show with famed film critics, Margaret Pomeranz 
and David Stratton. Together they review the latest crop of movies and give us their rating out 
of five stars. They also interview many of the leading actors and directors of the day.

AUSTRALIA
Various Languages 
Dont Use-100

1998 RPT PG Y



2023-02-25 1020 Drama Mr Pip

Mr Pip is the story of how Mr Watts (Hugh Laurie), a teacher on the war-torn island of 
Bougainville, helps a young girl survive the violence of her daily life through the power of 
imagination - and the Charles Dickens novel 'Great Expectations'. Directed by Andrew Adamson 
and also stars Xzannjah Matsi and Joel Healesville.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2012 M a v Y

2023-02-25 1230 Biography Red Joan

In a picturesque village in England, Joan Stanley lives in contented retirement. But her tranquil 
existence is suddenly shattered as she's arrested by MI5. For Joan has been hiding an incredible 
past - she is one of the most influential KGB spies in living history. Directed by Trevor Nunn and 
stars Judi Dench, Sophie Cookson and Stephen Campbell Moore.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M a s Y

2023-02-25 1425 Comedy
Master Cheng (A Spice 
For Life)

Following the death of his wife, professional chef Cheng travels with his young son to a remote 
village in Finland to connect with an old Finnish friend he once met in Shanghai. Upon arrival, 
nobody in the village seems to know his friend but local cafe owner Sirkka offers him 
accommodation. In return Cheng helps her in the kitchen, surprising the locals with the delights 
of Chinese cuisine.

CHINA
English-55; Finnish-35; 
Mandarin-10

2019 RPT PG a l n Y

2023-02-25 1630 Drama Philadelphia

Andrew Beckett, a young Philadelphia lawyer infected with AIDS, keeps his homosexuality 
hidden from his employers. When he is suddenly dismissed by his law firm, Andrew hires a 
small-time, homophobic lawyer as the only willing advocate for a wrongful dismissal suit. 
Directed by Jonathan Demme and stars Tom Hanks (in his Oscar-winning role), Denzel 
Washington and Antonio Banderas.

USA English-100 1993 PG a l s Y

2023-02-25 1850 Comedy Hairspray

It's Baltimore, 1962, and rebellious teenager Tracy Turnblad (Ricki Lake) attempts to win the 
coveted 'Miss Auto Show' crown as she fights against racial discrimination in this film created 
and directed by John Waters, and featuring rock legends Sonny Bono and Deborah Harry as 
Tracy's pushy parents.

USA English-100 1988 RPT PG a d s 

2023-02-25 2030 Comedy Stage Mother
Mardi Gras Double 
Bill

When conservative, Texas church choir director Maybelline (Jacqui Weaver) inherits her 
recently deceased son's drag club, she surprises her closed-minded husband and everyone else 
she knows by moving alone to San Francisco to save the club from bankruptcy. In this raucous, 
vibrant environment, she begins to open up and find new meaning for her life, even becoming 
a mother figure to the club's flamboyant performers - until a surprise visit threatens to upend 
her new life.

CANADA English-100 2020 M a d l s v Y

2023-02-25 2215 Comedy Miss
Mardi Gras Double 
Bill

Ever since childhood Alex (Alexandre Wetter) had wanted to enter the annual Miss France 
beauty pageant, despite being a boy. However, adolescence was not kind and Alex suffered 
huge blows to his self-esteem. When an unexpected encounter allows Alex to once more 
pursue his dreams, he does everything he can to transcend the traditional binary gender 
definitions that threaten to hold him back.

BELGIUM French-100 2020 M l Y

2023-02-25 2415 Drama Working Girls
Every day, three sex workers cross the border from France into Belgium to practice their trade. 
At the end of one particularly hot summer, all three share a secret that will bind them together 
forever. Stars Sara Forestier, Noemie Lvovsky and Annabelle Lengronne.

BELGIUM French-100 2020 MA a d s v Y

2023-02-25 2555 Biography Mr Jones

Set in 1933 and based on real events, this dramatic thriller follows Gareth Jones (James 
Norton), an ambitious young Welsh journalist, as he travels deep into the Soviet Union. Jones 
wants to learn how Stalin is financing the rapid modernisation of the Soviet Union - and 
discovers evidence of a devastating government-induced famine in Ukraine. Directed by 
Agnieszka Holland and also stars Vanessa Kirby and Peter Sarsgaard.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; Ukrainian-
50

2019 MA a d Y Y

2023-02-25 2805 Action Adventure Firepower

Drug lord Carl Stegner (George Touliatos) is wanted by the US government on fraud, bribery 
and corruption charges. But before Stegner can be indicted, the government's star witness is 
murdered. Adele Tasca (Sophia Loren), the murdered man's widow, suggests Stegner's kidnap 
to the Justice Department. She recommends Jerry Fanon (James Coburn), her former lover and 
professional bounty hunter, to catch her husband's killer and bring him back to face justice.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1978 M a n v 


